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TRONOOO is a social experiment to help create new and innovative methods of
delivering instant financial aid to near and remote areas of the world without
bureaucracy and limitations. TRONOOO is freely distributed at no charge.
TRONOOO can be staked to create the TENDER token. TENDER tokens are not
limited to; but are given or traded to and on behalf of individuals and organizations
requiring immediate funding related to and applied to life essentials such as
fundamental living requirements, food, housing and associated needs to assist or
increase the well being of those in need.
TRONOOO’s Spirit
The message of health, wealth, and happiness along with positive reinforcement has
resulted in the wide distribution of TRONOOO. Over 1,000,000,000 TRONOOO tokens
have been freely distributed to those supporting the good-natured idea of assisting those
in need. Sharing and caring have been the ongoing mantra of TRONOOO participants.
TRONOOO’s Vision
It is the intention of the TRONOOO founders to continue distribution of tokens to
those with a likeminded attitude towards helping fund global projects to enhance the
wellness of those less fortunate.
TRONOOO’s Future
What the future holds for TRONOOO is uncertain and remains in the hands of its
supporters. Founders remain committed to this philanthropic project with or without
the support of the community, however, should lack of support deem it impossible
to continue due to lack of interest, an uncertain outcome may arise.

I. TRONOOO Issuance
The total TRONOOO token supply is 3,088,286,401.

II. TRONOOO Distribution
Over 1,000,000,000 tokens have been freely distributed to over 16,000 Tron wallet
holders as of this whitepaper publishing. The remaining TRONOOO tokens will
continue to be freely distributed by way of bounties, contests, rewards, and a variety
of other philanthropic activities. Should TRONOOO tokens become scarce, founders
may choose to repurchase TRONOOO tokens in the marketplace if a viable option.

1. Mining Method
Mining: Users can participate in mining by staking accrued TRONOOO tokens.
Staking occurs on the official TRONOOO token website tron.ooo. Staking and/or
mining TRONOOO tokens yield TENDER tokens. TENDER tokens are exclusively
minted by staking TRONOOO tokens.

2. Mining Timeline
TRONOOO Mining will formally begin on December 25, 2020 at midnight and will
continue indefinitely or until interest in such experiment no longer becomes viable.

3. Mining Reward
Mining: By staking the freely distributed TRONOOO token, 10 TENDER tokens will
be minted daily and shared accordingly to the TRONOOO staking amount of a
staker. 90% of the TENDER token yield is specifically held for distribution to
individuals and organizations requiring immediate funding for life essentials such
as fundamental living requirements, food, housing and related needs to assist or
increase the wellbeing of those in need. 8% of TRONOOO staking yield is
rewarded to the staker while the remaining 2% is rewarded to the
TRONOOO/TENDER founders for further token distribution, awareness programs
and other needed activities. No stake in or out fees are charged.

4. Mining Fairness
FOUNDING TRONOOO tokens remaining to be distributed will not be staked to
earn TENDER tokens. Only widely distributed TRONOOO tokens are eligible to
stake.

5. Mining Security
The smart contract source code of TENDER is verified and available for viewing.
https://tronscan.io/#/token20/TATe1VdGSrCLm4QeFP2KxNW6UHwpoSXHTH/code

III. Roadmap
Phase 1: Distribution

It is the mandate of the founders and affiliates to further the distribution of
TRONOOO tokens widely and to all demographics to maintain a balanced
distribution democracy well into the future.
Phase 2: Accrued Tender token
Founders and affiliates of TRONOOO tokens as well as TENDER token holders will
jointly decide the distribution of TENDER tokens and/or converted/monetized
TENDER tokens to those in need.
Phase 3: Liquidity
TRONOOO is currently paired with TRX, DOGE, ETH and USDT on the Cctip.io
cryptocurrency exchange service. TENDER token is paired with TRX on the
JustSwap.io cryptocurrency exchange service. Liquidity is also achieved by way of
designated Ambassador's. An Ambassador earns TRONOOO tokens for assisting in
promoting and securing liquidity providers. Liquidity providers are individuals and
organizations finding value in the philanthropic targeted distribution efforts of
TRONOOO and TENDER founders and its participants.
Phase 4: Bounties
Bounties are given to those who actively participate in building awareness of
activities related to the initiatives of TRONOOO and TENDER. Activities can include,
but are not limited to, distribution, regional donor solicitation, introductions, graphic
design, software development and marketing among other contributions.

